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KA1/400 GT85
GT85 with PTFE loosens rusted  parts and drives out moisture from electrical 
systems. It is also used in car valeting to provide a lasting shine on plastic 
interiors.

400ml

KA2/400
White Spray Grease      with 

PTFE

Highly effective lubrication in areas of high moisture is possible with this 
premium quality, water resistant grease. It is ideal for use in anti-friction and 
plain bearing pumping equipment and for the lubrication of most moving or 
stationary parts.

400ml

KA3/400 Chain Lube Heavy duty chain spray - suitable for brake and drive chains, etc. 400ml

KA13/400 Polymer Clear Chain Lube
Provides effective lubrication and corrosion protection for all types of industrial 
chains and drive systems.

400ml

KA4/400 Graphited Pen Oil
Ideal penetrating lubricant for rusted, seized and corroded nuts, bolts, 
linkages, etc. 

400ml

KA5/400 Copper Anti Seize
Ensures excellent overall protection for metal parts against heat, rust, seizure, 
corrosion, water and acid. Will help to prevent disc squeal. It forms a 
protective coating that will not wash or burn off, even under extreme stress.

400ml

KA8/400 Brake Cleaner
A powerful cleaning fluid, ideal for use on all parts of the modern brake and 
clutch systems.It eliminates brake squeal and clutch slip caused by 
contamination and glazing.

400ml

KA9/400 Battery Terminal Protector
Battery Terminal Protector helps prolong the life of a battery by leaving a film 
which protects the battery terminals from air and moisture, but also inhibits 
build-up of corrosive deposits.  

400ml

KA10/400 Carb Cleaner
Cleans brake parts and automatic chokes without dismantling. Helps to 
prevent stalling and will smooth out rough idling.

400ml

KA11/400
Open Gear and Wire Rope 

Lube
Non-fling lubricant - ideal for drive chains, open gears, slideways, etc. 400ml
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KA6/400 Window and Glass Clean Removes all marks from glass surfaces 400ml

KA7/HS/400 Hard Surface Cleaner

A solvent boosted aqueous cleaner with a foaming action used to cut through 
grease and grime, leaving a gleaming, smear free finish with a pleasant lemon 
fragrance. Its foaming properties allow it to cling to vertical surfaces and it is 
suitable for most hard, impervious materials. 

400ml

KA7/400
Anti-Static Foaming 

Cleaner

A foaming action cleaner designed for use around the workplace where the 
build up of dust is undesirable, its anti static properties dissipating static 
electrical charges effectively. For use on all water resistant non porous 
surfaces, the foaming action aids in clinging to vertical surfaces. 

400ml

KA12/400
Dashboard        Renovator           

-Apple-
Brings vinyl, polished wood and veneer back to sparkling appearance, 
especially effective on black metal work. Removes oil and stains.

400ml

KA15/400 Silicon Spray

Excellent for use on metal, plastic, vinyl, rubber, wood,etc. Widely used as a 
release agent for moulds. May be used in food areas for incidental food 
contact. Also an effective surface polish. Lubricates slides, bearings, 
conveyors, textile equipment and food machinery. 

400ml

KA16/400 Moly Dry Lubricant For temperatures up to 450oC. For threaded spindles, especially on stenters, 
for slideways, quickways, punching & drawing dies, die casting moulds, etc.

400ml

KA17/400
Cutting, Tapping & Drilling  

Spray

A cost effective, multi-purpose lubricant which guards against damage to taps 
and edges, prevents overheating and resultant loss of drills. Ideal for hard-to-
work metals including tool steel, stainless steel, aluminium, titanium, etc.

400mlExtremely Flammable
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